Abstract: With numerous shared aspects, philosophy and law are two distinct but closely interrelated disciplines. With that said, the present paper aims to address the impact of Lockean philosophical inclinations on the process of the US Constitution development by means of textual and historical analysis. In so doing, attention is directed towards the influence of Lockean philosophy upon the Founding Fathers, particularly through scrutinizing the writings of the figures playing leading roles in the procedure of drafting the Constitution. Locke's natural approach to law, and to citizen rights and liberties in particular, is among the most outstanding sphere of influence put upon the examined figures. From adoption of the contract theories for justifying their break from England, to taking a natural approach in their dealing with the rights to life, liberty, and property, the Founding Fathers have been under influence of Locke's epistemological principles and conceptions. This study concludes based upon the investigated materials and historical context that the American Founding Fathers have extensively employed Lockean notions at legal philosophy level in drafting the Constitution.
I. INTRODUCTION

Mr. Locke has often been quoted in the present dispute between
Britain and her colonies, and very much to our purpose. Samuel Adams, Boston Gazette, 23 December 1771
The US Constitution, drafted and signed by the Founding Fathers in 1787, is perhaps the most significant legal document through the history of America. The process leading to formation of the US Constitution actually commenced on 21 February 1787 when the Articles Congress called a convention of state delegates at Philadelphia to propose a plan of government. The process of preparation of the Constitution took place in a period of few months; nonetheless, that which speculatively acted upon the process included a host of various determinants, some rooted in the distant past, ranging from the political thoughts of Founding Fathers to European philosophical schools, and even to the "Scottish Common Sense philosophy" 1 .
As a highly influential factor, the European Enlightenment is basically significant as a key to better understanding the US history, most notably in terms of government, politics, and religion. Many of the central ideas of the Enlightenment were the basis for the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. Besides novel ideological trends of the political structure, such concepts as liberty and natural rights straightly originated from the works of Enlightenment philosophers like Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Baron Montesquieu, and Voltaire. Drawing upon a list of political writings by Americans published between 1760 and 1805, Lutz's findings establish that European Enlightenment writers extensively influenced upon American political thought during the era 2 .
Berman refers to the impact of the Enlightenment on the American Constitutional law, noting that it is undoubtedly a big step forward to include the history of the European Enlightenment in the intellectual and political history of America 3 . Separation of powers, system of checks and balances, and social contract are all concepts that Americans, in a sense, borrowed from Enlightenment philosophers and practiced in the process of Constitution development. As a matter of fact, the language of natural rights to life, liberty, and property, which had been actually reaped from the Enlightenment philosophy, gained prominence through the writings of American early elite community.
Amongst the most significant figures of the European Enlightenment was John Locke who played a leading part in shaping the philosophical cornerstone of American constitutional developments in the eighteenth century. Aiming at shedding light on the influence of Lockean philosophy upon the US Constitution, this paper addresses the English philosopher's impact on the thoughts of American Founding Fathers, and on their considerations in drafting the Constitution. To attain this objective, historical analysis were practiced which is, according to Gardner, a research method that "seeks to make sense of the past through the disciplined and systematic analysis of the traces it leaves behind" 4 . To reach the purpose of the research, the texts written by the most influential Founding Fathers were also studied to investigate the extent to which they reflect the ideas raised in Lockean philosophy.
II. PHILOSOPHY AND LAW IN WEST
The relationship between philosophy and law, as two distinct but interrelated fields of study in humanities, has been addressed from various perspectives in the literature. From the Platonic dialogues in Greek early history of philosophy to nineteenth century pragmatism in America and even beyond, philosophy, as Francis 5 and Horwitz 6 note, has acted upon the historical development of law. The very existing developmental edifice of law could not be fully appreciated without understanding its fundamental relationship with philosophy. Law is an independent branch of learning and scholarly instruction; however, legal academia faces serious disciplinary challenges 7 since law deals with "the methods of scientific and humanistic inquiry to enlarge our knowledge of the legal system" 8 . As a matter of fact, methods in the realm of philosophy are, in many cases, essential tools of legal reasoning. Stelmach and Brożek believe that philosophical traditions such as analytic philosophy propose methods which could be harmoniously applied in legal dogmatics and practice 9 . In addition to a long history of mutual influences in between, law and philosophy are closely linked due to the similar styles of rational argument and analysis.
Developing an illustration of the historical influence of philosophy on law, Francis refers to a relationship between "the skepticism about values of the logical positivist and the judicial neutrality advocated by constitutional theorists" 10 . Philosophy, as Craiovan maintains, sheds light on law for man's sake, while the philosophically founded law appears to be the normative project of the human 11 . Images of the methods of philosophy, as stated by Francis, shape accounts of legal reasoning 12 . Indeed, constitutional decisions wrestle with philosophical issues such as justice, liberty, rights, and the like. Retrospectively, constitutional alterations have been, more often than not, in tandem with prevailing philosophical approaches. Thus, understanding a legal document such as the Constitution of a country requires the perusal of the efficacious philosophical trends and inclinations of the time.
Philosophy has had an influence upon the norms of law and politics as well as the attitudes toward legal and political issues in Western civilization 13 . In point of fact, it would be a grave mistake to deny the massive influence of philosophy on modern Western law 14 . Roman law was influenced by philosophy and then began its great period of development and growth 15 . Greek early law was also under the influence of such figures as Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. Moreover, Greek natural philosophy played a foundational role in laying the basis for the principal legal and political institutions of the West 16 .
III. LOCKE IN US LEGAL HISTORY
The US Constitution and Declaration of Independence, along with many other historically prominent documents in the America, cannot be fully comprehended without a grounding in the writings of John Locke. It would be difficult to ignore Locke's influence upon the American Revolution, and subsequently, upon the people who drafted the Constitution and developed the government. As Doernberg Locke advanced a set of political ideas which has very largely served as the basis for American political values as well as the institutional structure 17 . In his words, "there is probably no better short summary of the ideas of Locke than the American Declaration of Independence" 18 . Jaffa presents arguments to propound the view that the equality of man proclaimed by the Declaration of Independence is to be understood by comparison with the inequality that portrays man's relationship with the lower living beings 19 . Compared to this inequality, in the arguments of Locke, no human being is marked out by nature to rule, while others are marked out for subjection.
In pursuance of a detective approach to historical investigation, it is critically important to ask how come Locke and his philosophical inclinations grasped the attention of the elite society in the America. To riposte this question, one needs to notice the seventeenth and eighteenth century paradigmatic shifts in the West first off. With the advent of European Enlightenment, the definition of authority as well as the relationships within the structure of power in the West happened to change, seeing that divinity-oriented ruling was gradually replaced with reason, and, more importantly here, with liberal conceptions originated from Lockean philosophy. Ergo, the revolutionary thinking became broadly popularized in the Europe which was, in nature, against irrational tyranny of one kind or another. Drastically shifting political landscape brought on by the Enlightenment philosophical inclinations gained the favor of the elites in the thirteen American colonies.
The American Founders adopted the contract theories expounded by Locke in his Second Treatise of Government in order to justify their break from England during the reign of King George III. This attitude was originated from the natural rights which was a fitting alternative for European imperial approach of government. In 1688, England went through a revolution in which the English monarchy was overthrown. A year later, Bill of Rights was introduced in the Britain. Following the Glorious Revolution, Locke was a major influence expanding on the contract theory of government. Several of the rights in the Bill were influenced by the state of political societies introduced by Locke. He stated that a social contract is established with the purpose of preserving the natural rights of the people. This contract is signed between the people and the representatives of the majority. In this political contract, both the parties have certain rights and duties to be fulfilled. Locke advances the principle of consent of the governed, for instance, by noting that Lockean philosophy followed by the Glorious Revolution vividly influenced the self-identity of the people, and in particular, elites in the American colonies. Through investigation of Glorious Revolution, "one can balance the local peculiarities of each colony against the general uniformities in American society at the close of the seventeenth century" 21 . Acting as a catalyst, the revolution intensified American resistance against the emerging imperial system.
IV. LOCKE AND FOUNDING FATHERS
Influenced by the ideas of Locke, the Founding Fathers of America made attempt to build a 'union' in which the consent of 'citizens' was the matter of 20 concern. They believed, as reflected in the second paragraph of the Declaration of Independence, that a state would lack legitimacy and legal authority without the consent of the citizens. Besides, several historians believe that the origin of phrases like "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" in the Declaration of Independence derives from Locke's claim that "no one ought to harm another in his life, health, liberty, or possessions". In his Two Treatises of Government, Locke holds that political society existed with the purpose of protecting property, which he defined as a person's "life, liberty, and estate". He wrote in A Letter Concerning Toleration that the power of magistrate must be confined to preserving a person's 'civil' interests.
Since the times of Founding Fathers, the roots of American society in its political sense lie in the ideas reflected in the writings of John Locke 22 who accentuated on the rule by consent of governed, rule of law, majority rule, separation of power, and natural law 23 . Myrdal calls these principles cements holding American society together 24 . Language of Lockean liberalism was also particularly evident in the rhetoric of revolutionary period 25 Among the philosophers and thinkers espousing the virtues of a land-owning citizenry, Locke had the greatest influence on Adams' thoughts 31 . Numerously referring to Locke in his writings, Adams barrows Lockean ideas on issues like "Prerogative of the Crown", noting further that the "supreme power says Mr. Locke, is not, nor can possibly be absolutely arbitrary, over the lives and fortunes of the people" 32 .
In line with Lockean ideologies, Adams was strongly against the British taxation of colonies. Adams states that "if any one, adds Mr. Locke, shall claim a power to lay and levy taxes on the people by his own authority and without such consent of the people, he thereby subverts the end of government" 33 . To this, he adds later that But the parliament's laying taxes on the Colonies for the express purpose of raising a revenue, takes the purse strings out of their hands, and consequently it is "repugnant to, and subversive of (the end of) our constitution" -Liberty. Mr. Locke says, that the security of property is the end for which men enter into society; and I believe Chronus will not deny it: Whatever laws therefore are made in any society, tending to render property 27 insecure, must be subversive of the end for which men prefer society to the state of nature; and consequently must be subversive of society itself 34 . 40 . Jefferson mentions that I rejoice that in this country of free inquiry and belief, which has surrendered its creed and conscience to neither kings nor priests, the genuine doctrine of one only God is reviving, and I trust that there is not a young man now living in the United States who will not die a Unitarian 41 .
Thomas Jefferson
Thomas Jefferson was in
Slavery is another issue on which both Locke and Jefferson share the same vantage point. On one hand, Locke participated in the institutions of slavery through investment in slave trading companies as well as acting as "secretary and to some degree policy advisor to three different groups involved in the affairs of the American colonies, including the provision and regulation of slaves" 42 . Slavery in Lockean perspective, was considered as the legitimate result of just war 43 . On the other hand, Jefferson was owner of hundreds of slaves at the very time when he was proclaiming that all men were created equal and that they were "endowed by their creator" with the 'unalienable' rights of "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness". Morgan states, in his article Slavery and Freedom: the American Paradox, that simultaneous developments of liberty and slavery from 17th to 19th century is the central paradox in the history of America 44 . Jefferson, as Helo and Onuf mention, can be precisely recognized as a "progressive republican in the Lockean mode" 45 .
James Madison
James Madison was the leading architect of the US Constitution 46 and later became the fourth President of the country. During the Revolution, he helped draft Virginia's state constitution and served in the Continental Congress. In the years immediately following the war, he grew convinced that domestic and international disasters would follow unless the national government was reformed, and therefore joined those calling for a Constitutional Convention. Madison teamed with Alexander Hamilton and John Jay to publish the Federalist Papers.
When it comes to the powers of the legislature, Madison followed the precepts of John Locke in formulating a set of restrictions planned to protect property rights. Locke theorized the roll of factions at the hypothetical moment in which a society celebrates its social contract and Madison acted on those principles at his chance to influence the constitutional process in America and most particularly its contents regarding factions 47 . Besides, in Madison's opinion, and similarly in Locke's, citizen rights and property rights indispensably supported each other. Physical property for Madison was similar to the spirit of Locke's original justification of property in terms of mixing labor and land 48 .
Madison drew his most central doctrines of liberty and government from Locke. Both Locke and Madison, according to Ross, were indebted to Hobbes for their conception of the source, nature, and limits of public authority 49 . In fact, the liberal trend in America finds its origins in Locke and Madison 50 . Madison, on Locke, notes that Locke, notwithstanding the early date of his work on civil government, and the example of his own government before his eyes, admits that the particular powers in question, which, after some of the writers on public law he calls federative, are really distinct from the executive, though almost always united with it, and hardly to be separated into distinct hands. Had he not lived under a monarchy, in which these powers were united; or had he written by the lamp which truth now presents to lawgivers, the last observation would probably never have dropped from his pen 51 .
Influenced by Locke, Madison also believed that religious settlements are generally the main source of conflict and the model for the relation between government and civil society 52 . Locke and Madison both opposed the imposition of an official religion in a country. Madison remarks It was the belief of all sects at one time that the establishment of Religion by law, was right and necessary; that the true religion ought to be established in exclusion of every other; and that the only question to be decided was which was the true religion 53 .
Asserting that religion "flourishes in greater purity, without than with the aid of" 54 the government, Madison was valiant and successful in his battle to establish the conditions to "make a purer and more vital religious life possible" 55 . In the case of social contract in Lockean terms, there must reign unanimity amongst a group of people deciding whether or not to leave the state of nature. However once civil society is born, homogeneity of opinion is no longer required nor likely to happen. Rather than exterminating groups and individuals failing to behave as the majoritarian canon commands, there must prevail tolerance between groups and especially between religions. Just as Locke did, Madison thought of factions as so inevitable and proclaimed that attempting against them would violate a regime's freedoms. Madison's distinctive approach, nonetheless, focuses on the figure of representative government.
Author of Federalist Number 10, Madison most extensively discusses the roll of factions in a federation. Whilst Locke had minorities in mind once he wrote about factions, for Madison a faction can represent either the majority or a minority of a society, as long as it is a group that congregates around a shared distinctive interest 56 . 
Alexander Hamilton
John Adams
The first vice-president and second president of the US, John Adams was a leader of the American Revolution. He assisted Thomas Jefferson in drafting the Declaration of Independence in 1776. A political thinker, Adams did much to shape, explain and defend the US Constitution. He penned Defenses of American Rights in the 1770s and was one of the earliest advocates of colonial independence from Britain.
Adams paid a great deal of attention to the philosophy of John Locke. The significance of English philosopher for Adams was so much so that he believed that children should learn about Locke 67 . Adams's idea on liberty is very much comparable to Lockean reading of this concept. Liberty, according to Adams, cannot be preserved without a general knowledge among the people. For Adams, like Locke, the purpose of government is to be found in the goal of happiness. Not surprisingly, John Adams supported the system of checks and balances and the separation of powers in the Constitution in order to achieve the Lockean objective of protecting the life, liberty, and property of the citizens 68 .
V. CONCLUSION
Philosophy has been permanently a factor at work through the process of law development in the human history. And the US Constitution does not happen to be an exception for this convention. A number of various philosophical movements, including but not limited to that of Locke, have touched upon the process in which the document was developed. First and foremost, it is not credible to claim that the Founding Fathers indiscriminately followed and absolutely practiced either Locke's or any person else's philosophical lines of contemplation. In some ways, American political philosophy even went beyond Locke as, for example, by its provisions for removal of officials and alteration of the form of government without political revolution 69 ; and even with that, the influence of Lockean philosophy on the people who formed the US government cannot be denied with no small spot of hesitation.
The very fundamentals of Lockean philosophy have been transferred to the Founding Fathers through various channels including their direct presence in the European academic and political context. Locke's natural approach to law, and citizen rights in particular, is among the most outstanding sphere of influence put upon the examined figures. Having adopted the contract theories expounded by Locke in order to justify their break from England, the American Founders were, at the end of the day, practitioners of his ideas in many aspects. Seeing the fundamental distinction between legal practice on the one hand, and legal theory or philosophy on the other 70 , this study could be concluded based upon the investigated materials and historical context that the American Founding Fathers have employed Lockean notions at legal philosophy level whilst drafting the Constitution. And yet, the extent to which Lockean philosophy is engaged in American legal practice is a matter remaining to be investigated in further studies.
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